
META-INSTACOLLAGE

CONCEPT
Take images from Instagram, combine into collages and upload to Instagram

Meta: a concept, which is an abstraction of another concept, used to 
complete or add to the latter.

Make collages out of my Instagram photos and collage-the-collages

GOALS
Explore optical illusions and what happens when juxtapose di�erent images 

Use Processing to speed up the artistic process & generate many collage permutations

Create images that embody qualities of magical realism and dreams 

Explore the concept of repeating self-referential meta-loops 



THE INSPIRATION
This project borrows inspiration from visual ideas and themes I explored in analog 
practices such as painting, paper collage and film photography.



I enjoy juxtaposing images to create new e�ects and surreal work. I have a strong 
visual style and wanted to create complex other-worldly collages that require 
careful study by the viewer. 

I decided to use my Instagram photos for the collages as I have over 300 photos 
in my feed, and the images have already been “retouched”.

INSTAGRAM: ANALOGMICHELLE



With the help of Dan Shi�man, I wrote a simple loop that grabs a rectangle slice 
from one image and places the slice next to a rectangle slice of another image 
over and over again. The result is the appearance that the two images are one
image (i.e. a collage). 

I automated my collage machine to randomly combine two images into a collage 
when the user presses the mouse, while also saving a screenshot of the collage.

THE LOOP



With Uttam’s help, I connected to the Instagram API and created collages that 
recombined the most popular recent Instagram photos on the site. I also created 
collages that combined recent images that had been tagged with certain keywords 
such as cats, dogs, hate, love, sad and bored.

I learned that what is popular visually on Instagram usually has one or more of the 
following in the image: expensive cars, bling, scantily-clad stereotypically-beautiful 
women, sports figures and celebrities.

INSTAGRAM API



I also learned that many Instagram users take to Instagram to express darker 
emotions and angst-ridden thoughts on sadness and depression.

These findings surprised me as I largely use Instagram to share beautiful 
photographs, and interesting moments in my life. 

INSTAGRAM: SAD, LOVE, HATE



However, for every 10-20 instacollages randomly generated by my collage machine, 
only 1-2 would be meaningful. I decided that creating a website where people 
could make their own instacollages would not be successful.

So I took my new “instacollages” and created an Instagram profile, “Instacollaged,” 
and fed my instacollages back into Instagram to complete my metaloop. However, 
I am not sure if I want to maintain and build up the Instagram profile.

INSTAGRAM: INSTACOLLAGED



I decided to play more with my collage machine by collaging previous collages 
together to create new metacollages. Many of the better collages combine 
photographs of texture such as water or pavement, with urban or natural 
landscape photos.

COLLAGE ALL THE COLLAGES OF COLLAGES



I played around with running my collages through my collage machine 4-5 times.
The result destroys the original images creating collages that are much more
fragmented visually.

COLLAGE OBLITERATION



I then posted 20 collages to my portfolio site as a new photography project, 
“Instacollage.” I am also thinking about posting the collages to my personal 
Instagram feed as well.

COMPLETE THE LOOP



QUESTIONS
Should I use photographs that do not have Instagram filters?
Should I try and present this work/idea in the Winter Show?
Are there ways I can explore making this project interactive or animated?
Should I continue to talk to Instagram or abandon this aspect of the project?

THINGS I WANT TO EXPLORE FURTHER
Make larger collages that combine many images
Print the collages and show in a gallery/art space
Continue to play with di�erent ways of combining images and di�erent e�ects 
Improve my Processing skills to create more complex collages, e�ects and algorithms

FUTURE EXPLORATION


